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SUMMARY 

Interrupted  tensile  tests were conducted  to  fixed 

plastic strain levels  in on  <001> oriented single crystals 

of  the nickel-base  auperalloy  PWA  1480.    Testing was done 

in  the range  from  20-1093oC,   at  strain  rates of  0.5 and 

50%/tnin.    The  yield  strength was constant   from  20  to 760oC, 

above which  the  strength dropped rapidly and became a 

strong  function of  strain  rate.     The  high  temperature data 

could be represented very well   by an Arrhenius-type 

equation,  which  resulted  in  three distinct  temperature 

regimes.    The deformation  substructures could also be 

/      grouped  in  the  same   three  regimes,   indicating  that   there 

was a  fundamental  relationship between  the deformation 

mechanisms and  the activation  energies.     At  low 

temperatures,   the  activation  energy  for  yielding was zero, 

and deformation was dominated  by  y'   shearing by  pairs 

of   {lll}a/2<110>    dislocations.     At high  temperatures,   the 

true activation energy  for yielding was calculated  to be 

500kJ/mol,  which  is  indicative  of a diffusion-controlled      :' 

process,  and deformation was dominated by Y'   by-pass. ' 

Intermediate  temperatures exhibited transitional 

behavior.    No currently available precipitation  hardening 

a 

model  could adequately describe   the behavior observed  in        ^ Codes 
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the  low temperature  regime,   due to the observation  that 

penetration  into the precipitate was not rate-limiting at 

all  temperatures.    In  the high temperature regime,   the 

functional  form of  the Brown-Ham by-pass model   fit  the data 

fairly well.     The results of   this study also demonstrated 

that the initial deformation  mechanism was  frequently 

different from  that which would be  inferred by examination 

of  specimens which had been  tested to failure. 

t 
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CHAPTER   I 

INTRODUCTION 

Nickel-base  superalloys are  used extensively  in 

applications where  high strength and oxidation  resistance 

are  required at  high  temperatures   [1].    Recent advances   in 

casting  techniques  have allowed  the  development of  single 

crystal  components  for  use  in  gas   turbine engines   [2,31. 

Due   to  the  lack of grain boundaries   in  these  components, 

they exhibit superior  craep,   oxidation,  and  fatigue 

resistance over conventionally cast  alloys,    PWA  1480   is a 

mode"   ^'"gle crystal alloy which   i?  being used as  the 

turbine  blade material   in advanced aircraft gas  turbines 

[3],   and  is being  considered as  the   turbopump  blade 

material   in  the  Space  Shuttle  Main  Engine   (SSME)   [41. 

The objective  of  this  research was  to characterize 

the  strength and monotonic deformation mechanisms of PWA 

1480 as a  function of  temperature,   strain  level,  and  strain 

rate.     This work will  serve as a basis for the  remainder of 

the  program, which  involves  studying  the cyclic and non- 

isothermal cyclic deformation  behavior of the alloy,   and 

the  subsequent development of physically-based constitutive 

models. 
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In addition  to the goal  of characterizing  the alloy 

as a  part  of  the NASA SSME program,  a   further goal was  to 

add  to  the  fundamental  knowledge of deformation  processes 

and yielding behavior  in high  volume  fraction  Y/Y'  alloys. 



CHAPTER   II 

BACKGROUND 

Superalloy Hlcrostructrures 

Nickel-base  superalloys are strengthened by  the 

precipitation of  the ordered   y'   phase,   which has  the LI, 

structure  and is based on Ni^AljTi).     By varying  the 

chemistry and thernomechanical   treatment,   the composition, 

volume  fraction  (Vj),   shape,  and properties of the  y'  can 

be altered significantly,  all of which  have major effects 

on  the properties of  the superalloy.     Several excellent 

reviews of   these topics are available   [5,6]. 

The  specific class of superalloys which  is of 

interest   to   this study  contains  alloys  which  have a   high  Vj 

of   y',     typically 45-60%.    These  alloys   have excellent 

strength at  high temperatures,   and are   used at  temperatures 

as  high as  1100oC.    Mar-M 200  is  representative of  this 

class of alloys, and  its microstructure  has been well 

documented   [7].    The alloy contains about  60 v/o y',    which 

is present as a very fine dispersion of cuboidal 

precipitates.    The y'  size depends on  the  heat treatment, 

but  typical particle diameters are 0.1  to  1.0 um.    The 

alloy also contains MC and I^Cg carbides,  eutectic y/y' 

pools,  and tnicropores.    Dendritic  segregation  is 



significant in  the as-cast condition,  but  it  is reduced 

substantially by a high  temperature  homogenizing and 

solutionizing heat treatment. 

Strength and Deformation  in 

High Vf r/r'  Superalloys 

The  following sections present a  brief discussion of 

the  strength and deformation behavior of  high Vj alloys.    A 

more  thorough treatment of strengthening mechanisms and 

models of  yielding appears later  in  this chapter. 

Temperature Effects 

The  yield strength of  these alloys  is about constant 

from  20-750oC [7-12].    The  constant  strength  is the  result 

of the drastic  increase  in  the  strength of  the y' 

precipitates in this temperature regime   [13,14].    In this 

range of  temperatures and volume  fractions,  deformation 

occurs by shearing of  the  y'   precipitates by pairs of 

a/2<110> dislocations on  {ill}    planes.     The dislocations 

travel  in  pairs in order to minimize  the area of the  high 

energy anti-phase boundary  (APB)  which  is created by the 

a/2<110> displacement of  the superlattice   [15].    The  high 

energy of  the  (lll}a/2<110> APB is also responsible  for the 

anamolous  strength increase of the  y1 :  It  has been 

demonstrated  [13,14,16]   that the reason  for  the strength 

increase  in  pure y"  with temperature  is  the  increased 

frequency of cross-slip to  {001}  (cube)   planes,  which  is 



driven  by  the  vastly lower APB energy   (APBE)   of 

the   {001}a/2<110> displacement  relative   tc  the 

{lll}a/2<110>  displacement. 

The   temperature above  which   the   critical   resolved 

shear stress   (CRSS)  begins  to drop  is a   function of stress 

axis orientation   [9,10].    This  has  been  shown  to be due  to 

the  high   (ill}a/2<110> APBE also:     For  stress axes which 

deviate  from  <001>,   the CRSS  is  sometimes  reduced at 

intermediate  temperatures by  the occurrence of primary slip 

on cube  planes   [9,10]. 

The  reason   for the drop  in  strength above  750oC  is 

not clear   in  all  cases,   because  the deformation 

substructures at  the yield point  have  not  been  well 

documented,  and because  the mechanisms  of  deformation are 

alloy-specific.     Due  to  the effects of   thermal  activation, 

deformation at  high temperatures can  occur by  particle  by- 

pass as well  as by particle  shearing   [17].     By-pass is 

favored  in alloys with a  high  Y/Y
1
   lattice  parameter 

mismatch,   high APBE,  and  high Vf,   while   shearing  is favored 

in alloys with a  low mismatch,   low  APBE,   and low Vj  [17- 

19).     The  tendency  to shear  is also affected by  the matrix 

stacking  fault energy (SEE)  and  strain  rate   [17-19]. 

Whether  the  Y'   is  sheared or by-passed,   deformation 

substructures at  high temperatures are  non-planar and very 

homogeneous,  due  to the effects of easy cross-slip,  climb, 

and  slip on multiple systems  [19]. 

_L. ^. 



Strain Rate Effects 

In general, strain rate does not affect strength or 

deformation modes until about 750oC [19,20]. Above 750oC, 

deformation is thermally activated, and so reductions in 

the strain rate tend to reduce the flow stress. The strain 

rate also affects the deformation mode:  High strain rates 

tend to cause planar, inhomogeneous substructures, while 

lower strain rates tend to cause wavy, homogeneous 

substructures [19]. 

Creep Effects 

Creep testing or tensile testing at very low strain 

rates can lead to deformation mechanisms which are not 

otherwise observed. At intermediate temperatures (700 - 

800oC), shearing of the y'   can occur by the (lll}<112> 

system [21-25]. This results in the formation of 

relatively low energy stacking faults instead of APB's, and 

can result in large primary creep strains in some 

orientations [22,25]. This deformation mechanism is 

usually very heterogeneous, and exhibits a large degree of 

orientation-dependent behavior. 

At higher temperatures (above about 850oC), 

deformation during creep is much homogeneous, resulting in 

a much smaller degree of orientation-dependent behavior 

[9,26]. The same factors which affect yield strength also 

affect the creep strength [26-30], and the stress level 

affects the deformation mechanism:  Higher stresses tend to 

*— - -L 



result  in more  y'   cutting than  lower  stresses   [29]. 

Microstructural   Instability Effects 

It   has  been  shown  that   "hyperfine"   y'   can 

precipitate upon quenching  from  the ageing  temperature  in 

some alloys  [31].    When these alloys are subsequently 

tested at  elevated  temperatures,   some  of  the 

"hyperfine"   Y
1
   redissolves.    The result  of  this is a 

varying  microstructure as the  temperature  is  raised,  which 

can become  the dominant  factor   in  the   strength/temperature 

relationship is  some alloys. 

Another  type of microstructural   change   takes place 

in some  alloys when  they are annealed  under  stress or creep 

tested at  high temperatures.     The  y'   can coarsen 

directionally  [32],   resulting   in a  lamellar   Y'   structure 

which has excellent  longitudinal  creep  resistance   [33- 

35]. 

Models  of   Yielding 

It  is desirable to develop micro-mechanical models 

of  the  yielding  process as an aid  in   the  understanding of 

yielding,   and as  a guide  to alioy development and  heat 

treatment.     The  theory of yielding  for   low Vj,  underaged 

superalloys  is well developed   [36-41].     The  model  of Brown 

and Ham   is  representative,  and  is briefly described below. 



Brown-Ham Model 

The Brown-Ham model [37] is based on the observation 

that dislocations shear the y'   by travelling in "loosely 

coupled" pairs in low Vj alloys. This means that the 

dislocations are paired, but are seldom within the same 

particle.  The first dislocation creates APB as it shears 

the precipitates, so there is a resisting force which 

causes the dislocation to become locally bent and conform 

to the particle shape. The second dislocation has the same 

Burgers vector, so it removes the APB, and its motion is 

assisted.  This causes the second dislocation to remain 

straight.  A static force balance is set up, considering 

the applied stress, the APB forces, and the elastic 

interaction forces between the two dislocations.  It is 

assumed that the mismatch force is negligible. The 

resulting equation for the increase in the CRSS due to 

precipitates under shearing conditions is 

\ 

ATC -- (Y0/2b) [(4Yorsf/nT) 
1/2 

-   El   , (2-1) 
' 

where fTir/4Y0     <     rs     <     T/Yo 

and 

b 

r. 

CRSS, 

APBE, 

Dislocation Burgers vecto:, 

Particle radius in slip plane. 
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f = vf, 

T  = Dislocation line tension. 

It is clear that the strength is very dependent on APBE, 

Vfi and particle size.  Above a critical particle size, the 

looping stress can become smaller than the shearing stress, 

and then the CRSS can be estimated as the Orowan stress, 

where 

ATC = Gb/L , 

Shear Modulus, 

Particle Spacing. 

(2-2) 

The model has been successfully applied to a number of low 

V£ alloys [36-41]. 

Due to the fundamental assumptions that the 

precipitates may be treated as widely-spaced point 

obstacles and that the dislocations are weakly coupled, the 

Brown-Ham model cannot be applied to high Vj, large 

particle size alloys. Few models are available for these 

systems, due to the complexity of the dislocation-particle 

interactions.  The models which are available are now 

considered. 

Ardell Model 

In their study of an alloy containing 35 v/o y', 

Ardell et. al. [42] noted that the Rrown-Ham type models 

: 



could not describe the observed yielding behavior. They 

rederived the Brown-Ham model, eliminating all steps which 

assumed that the volume fraction was much less than 1. For 

large particles that are sheared, they obtained the 

following equation for the CRSS: 

ATC  =   (Y0/2b)   u   , (2-3) 

where 

and 

u  =   {-B  +   (B2/3  +   4B)1/2}/{2(l  -   B/6)}   , (2-4) 

B  =   3ir'Y„frc/32T   . o     s (2-5) 

Equation   (2-3)   is  in excellent agreement with  their 

experimental  results,   but   the authors even agree  that  the 

model   is not  theoretically  justified.    The  Brown-Ham 

derivation assumes  that  the    y'  distribution   is described 

by Fleischer-Friedel  statistics,   implying a  dilute array of 

point obstacles   [43-44].     In addition  to this discrepancy, 

they also proposed  that mismatch strengthening may not have 

beer negligible  in  the peak-aged condition. 

Huther-Reppich Model 

Huther and Reppich  [45-47]  have developed a model 

for high Vf alloys which attempts to overcome  both of  the 

serious limitations of  the Brown-Ham  type models.    First, 

it is not based exclusively on Fleischer-Friedel 

10 



statistics,  and second,   it allows  for a   transition   from 

"weak" dislocation  pair coupling  to  "strong"  dislocation 

pair coupling above  a  critical particle  size. 

The model was derived  from  the  solid  solution 

strengthening  theory of Schwarz and Labusch  [44],  which 

treats both dilute  and concentrated arrays  of obstacles. 

The  relationship between  the CRSS and  the  particle  size   is 

divided  into  three  regimes.   Figure   1.     At  very small 

particle   sizes,   the   model   predicts   that   the   Brown-Ham 

theory is valid,   and  Equation  (2-1)  will  predict   the 

CRSS.     Above  a  critical  particle  size,   "strong"   pair 

coupling will  become dominant,  and  the  Brown-Ham   theory 

will break down.    Ti.e  critical particle  size can  be 

calculated by 

dc  =  0.78 w  (2T/Y0)   , (2-6) 

where Critical   particle diameter. 

Term  based on elastic   interaction  of   the 

paired dislocations;   magnitude   is  on   the 

order of  1. 

In this regime,   the  model  predicts a  hyperbolic decrease  in 

the cutting stress as a  function of particle size: 

AT    =  0.86   (Tf1/2w/bd}{l.28dY /wT -   l}1/2 

11 

(2-7) 



It should be noted that the model predicts a peak strength 

which is attributed to a change in the shearing mechanism, 

not a change  from  shearing  to  looping. 

At very large  particle   sizes,   the  stress necessary 

to cause the   first dislocation  to penetrate  the particle 

can become  larger  than  the  CRSS calculated  in  Equation 

(2-7),  and  thus dominate  the  CRSS.    The penetration  stress 

is given by 

ATC   =   (Y0/b)   -  (T/brs) (2-8) 

In  this regime,   the CRSS  is a   hyperbolically  increasing 

function of particle  size,   so  the model predicts  that 

Orowan by-pass will  become  competitive with shearing. 

The Huther-Reppich model   has been  subjected   to a 

limited amount of experimental   verification,  and  the 

results agree  fairly well with  the  theoretical  predictions 

[47-49]. 

Copley-Kear Model 

Copley and Rear  [11]   have developed two models 

specifically  for alloys  such as  Mar-M 200.    By TEM 

observations and a computer  simulation,  they determined 

that penetration of the  first dislocation  into the  particle 

was  the rate-limiting  step during yielding,     i'heir  first 

model   is dynamic,   and   is based on the Oilman dislocation 

12 



velocity function.    However,   in  the development of  the 

model  they assumed arbitrary values of dislocation 

velocities  in  the matrix and  the  y',  which pre-determines 

the   final solution.    Their  second model,  which  is based on 

a  static  force balance and   is more   fundamentally  sound,   is 

now described. 

The precipitates are assumed to be spheres,  and  the 

mismatch  is assumed  to be  negligible.    The critical  step  is 

assumed to be  the  penetration of  the   first dislocation   into 

the  precipitate.     At  that  point,   the  first dislocation   is 

in  the  interface,  while  the  second dislocation  is  in  the 

matrix.    The  following  forces are considered:    The applied 

stress,   APB forces,   Peierls   forces,   line  tension   forces, 

and  the dislocation elastic  interaction  forces.    The   force 

balance  results   in  the   following txpression  for  the  CRSS: 

TC =  (Y0/2b)   -   (T/brg)  +  l/2(Tm +  Tp)   , (2-9) 

where T      = The  CRSS of  the matrix, m 

T      =  The  CRSS  of   the     Y
1
   precipitates. 

Substituting typical values  for Mar-M  200 results  in a  very 

reasonable value   for  the CRSS.     The  force due to  the  APB 

term   (Y0/2b)  accounts  for about  80% of  the  CRSS at  room 

temperature. 

13 



Brown-Ham  (By-Pass)   Model 

At high temperatures,   precipitate by-pass by 

dislocations  is aided by climb and cross slip  (SO).    This 

mechanism can become competitive with  shearing at  high 

temperatures and  low strain  rates.     Shewfelt and Brown   [51] 

have  developed a model   for  this  phenomenon  for a  system of 

spherical particles,  and  Brown  and Ham  [37]   have developed 

a  similar model  for a  system of  cuboidal  particles.    The 

Brown-Ham model will be  described  here,  due to  the cuboidal 

nature of  the y"   in  the  alloys of  interest. 

When a dislocation approaches an obstacle   in  its 

slip plane,   it may leave   its  slip plane by climb,   thereby 

avoiding  the obstacle.     It   is assumed  that climb  is  the 

rate-limiting step  in  the  process.     When a dislocation 

climbs,   vacancies must  be  emitted or absorbed.     For  this 

reason,   the climb rate   is  limited by  the diffusion  rate  of 

vacancies  in  the alloy.     A  thermodynamic calculation  of   the 

vacancy  flux  in  the vicinity of   the climbing edge 

dislocation yields  the  climb rate,   and  this  is used  to 

calculate  the CRSS.    For a  system of cuboidal  particles, 

the  CRSS  is 

T    =   (Gb/21/2L)   +   (dOV2l/2Lb3)   + 

+  (dkT/21/2Lb3)   In   (ed2/2pbV)   , (2-9) 

14 



.1 

where    Q, = Activation energy of the rate-limiting 

diffusion process, 

k = Boltzmann's constant, 

T = Temperature (0K), 

E = Strain rate, 

p = Mobile dislocation density, 

v = Debye frequency. 

Since the logarithmic term is always negative, the model 

predicts a linearly decreasing CRSS as a function of 

temperature. The first term (Gb/21/2L) is a "threshold 

stress", which is due to the force necessary to increase 

the dislocation line length during climb. 

Temperature Effects 

In general, all the models discussed are capable of 

predicting the temperature dependence of the CRSS throught 

the temperature dependent terms [y  ,  C,  etc).  However, 

the effects of thermal activation on dislocation/particle 

interactions are not considered in any of the shearing 

models. Also, care must be taken to insure that the rate- 

limiting step during deformation does not change when the 

temperature changes when applying these models. 

Mismatch Effects 

The effect of the y/y' lattice parameter mismatch 

was not considered in any of the models discussed in this 

chapter. It has been shown f52-57J that  the mismatch may 

15 



be an  important variable  in some alloys,  so it should be 

determined  that  the mismatch may be  ignored before applying 

any of  these models. 

16 



CHAPTER   III 

EXPERIMENTAL   PROCEDURES 

Material 

The composition of  the alloy   is given  in Table  1. 

Single  crystal bars approximately  15 cm  in  length and  2.5 

cm  in diameter were  produced  by TRW,   Inc.    The  crystal 

orientations were determined  by  the  Laue back-reflection  X- 

ray technique,  and all  bars whose  tensile axes were within 

10° of <001> were accepted.    TRW also performed the heat 

treatment,   which consisted of  the  following steps: 

Solutionize @  12850C  for  4  hrs,   rapidly cool; 

Age §  1080oC for  4  hrs,   rapidly cool; 

Age  i? 870oC  for  32  hrs,   air  cool. 

Each bar was cut  in half and machined,   yielding two 

specimens.    The specimens were  designed and machined  in 

accordance with ASTM Specification  E-8.    The specimens were 

cylindrical,  with a  6 mm diameter and a  25 mm gage 

length. 

Mechanical  Testing 

Interrupted tests were conducted  to fixed plastic 

strain levels in order to study deformation mechanisms 

which operate during yielding.    Tests were conducted at  20, 

17 



705, 760, 815, 871, 982, and 1093oC.  In order to further 

study.the effects of thermal activation, tests were 

conducted at two strain rates:  0.5 and 50%/min. 

The specimens were induction heated. Three 

chromel/alumel thermocouples were welded to the specimen 

surface, one at each end of the gage length and one in the 

center.  A temperature gradient of no more than ±2 C was 

maintained over the gage length. 

Strain was measured by a calibrated high temperature 

extensometer. The extensometer consisted of a set of 

alumina probes which were attached to an MTS clip-on 

gage. The tests were conducted in strain control, using a 

SATEC computerized testing system.  The plastic strain was 

calculated in real time by the following equation: 

ep = Et - o/E , (3-1) 

where e = Plastic strain   (Calculated   in  real  time), 

E = Elastic modulus   (Measured  prior  to test), 

o = Stress  (Measured  in  real  time), 

e = Total strain  (Measured in real  time). 

After the  pre-programmed plastic strain was reached,  the 

computer  switched to load control and returned the specimen 

to zero  load.    The specimen was  then   immediately cooled to 

room  temperature. 

18 



Samples of  the same alloy with a slightly higher Al 

and Ti   content  which were  tested  to  failure were supplied 

by Pratt  & Whitney Aircraft.    These  tests were conducted at 

760,   871,   982,   and  1093oC,  and at a  strain  rate  of 

0.5%/min.     In addition,   two samples  that had been  tested 

under  creep conditions were supplied  by PSW.     One sample 

was  tested at  8710C and  414 MPa,   while   the other was tested 

at   1093oC and  117  MPa. 

Microstructural  Evaluation 

Metallography 

Samples  were  sectioned mounted,   polished,  and etched 

for microstructural quantification.    The etchant consisted 

of   33%  nitric acid,   33% acetic acid,   33% distilled water, 

and   1%  hydrofluoric acid.    Photomicrographs were  taken on a 

Leitz metallograph and a Cambridge  S-4  scanning electron 

microscope  (SEM). 

The volume  fraction of  porosity and  Y/Y'   eutectic 

constituent were  determined by a  point  counting method 

[58].     The volume  fraction of  primary   y'  was determined by 

measuring  the average cube-edge  length and linear particle 

density,   then modeling  the microstructure as an array of 

ideal  cubes. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy   (TEM) 

Thin foils were prepared  for TEM from  the as-heat 

treated  material and from the  tested  specimens.     Foil 
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blanks were  prepared by slicing  0.4  mm  thick wafers with a 

high-speed sectioning wheel,   then grinding  the  blanks to 

0.2  mm  thick with  600 grit  Sic paper,   and  finally punching 

3 mm diameter disks  from the blanks.     It was determined 

that  the  sample  preparation did not  deform the  material as 

long as   the punch  tip was well  sharpened. 

Foils were  prepared by electropolishing   the discs  in 

a  Struers Tenupol  unit.    The material  proved  to  be 

unusually sensitive  to electropolishing   temperature and 

voltage,   and best  results were obtained  when   fresh solution 

was  used.    The   following conditions were   found  to be 

optimal: 

Solution: 5%  perchloric  acid,   35% butyl 

cellusolve,   60% methanol. 

Temperature;      -250C ±  10C. 

Voltage: 8.5 -   P.7  V   (With  2 mm  diameter 

holder). 

Best results were  obtained  in voltage  control.     As shown  in 

Figure   2,   the   y'   was attacked when  the  voltage  was too low, 

while  the matrix  was attacked when   the  voltage  was  too 

high.     Also,   the optimal voltage changed as the  solution 

was used  (correct voltage  increased). 

Foils were  studied    with a JEOL   100C microscope 

operating at  100  kV.    Appendix  A describes the methods used 

for determination of crystal directions and orientations. 

A  two-axis  tilting  stage was used  to  facilitate crystal 
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manipulation and diffraction experiments. 

Dislocation  Analysis 

Dislocation  Burgers vectors,   character,  and slip 

planes were determined after  testing  to characterize  the 

operative  deformation mechanism at each  testing 

condition.     Appendix  B describes these  procedures   in 

detail. 
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CHAPTER   IV 

RESULTS   AND  DISCUSSION 

Heat Treated Microstructure 

The  microstructure  of the alloy   is  similar  to  that 

of other  high  y'   volume   fraction  alloys   typified by 

Mar-M  200   [7].   The  alloy contains  a  fine dispersion of 

ordered,  cuboidal   Y
1
   particles  in a disordered   Y matrix, 

Figure   3(a).    The   Y'   size  was fairly uniform,   ranging   from 

0.25   to  1.0   gm   ,   with an average  size of  0.5   um.      There 

were   isolated areas  in  the   interdendritic  regions which 

contained  larger  primary  Y
1
   particles.     In  these  regions, 

the average   Y'   size was about  1   gm,  and  particles up  to 

1.5   gm  were   sometimes  observed.     No   "hyperfine"   Y'   was 

found.     The  primary  Y'     volume  fraction  was measured  to be 

55  -  60%. 

As  shown   in   Figure   3(b),   the  alloy  contained  a 

residual dendritic  structure with micropores and large 

interdendritic    eutectic  pools.    The  volume   fraction  of 

microporosity was measured  to be  0.15 -  0.20%.     Most  pores 

were  spherical,   with a diameter of  less  than   50   gm,   but 

several  elongated  pores with a major axis  length of  up  to 

250  gm were  present.    The volume   fraction of eutectic  was 

measured  to be   4.5  -  5.0%.    The maximum eutecr.ic pool   size 
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was about  250  MID. 

Due  to a   low carbon content   (42 ppm),   few carbides 

were present.    The carbides were  only occasionally 

observed    via TEM  in  thin  foils,   and the maximum observed 

carbide size was  0.5  iim.    No phases    other  than    Y#   y',  and 

carbides were   found. 

As  shown   in  Figure   3(a),   the  initial  dislocation 

density was extremely low,  with most dislocations residing 

in  the matrix and  in the  y/y'   interfaces.     The average 

dislocation density was measured  to be  10 /cm2  in  the as- 

heat  treated material,  and very  few of  these  dislocations 

were within  the  Y'   precipitates. 

Mechanical  Behavior 

Temperature  Effects 

As  shown   in   Table   2 and  Figure   4,   the   yield  strength 

at  0.05%  offset   was   the  same at   20  and   705oC.     Above   760oC, 

the   strength began  to drop rapidly,  and  the  strain  rate 

began  to have a  strong effect on   the strength.     The 

decrease  in  strength as a  function of  temperature was 

linear at  50%/min  over  the entire   temperature   range,  and 

linear at  0.5*/min   up to  9270C.     Such behavior   is    typical 

of high volume  fraction  superalloys,  and  has  been 

documented  for several  similar systems  [8,10,19,59,60]. 

The  results are also  in  reasonable agreement with  those 

obtained  for PWA  1480  in another study  [12J. 
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Strain Rate Effects 

At  705oC and  below,   there was  no effect of   strain 

rate  in  the  range  tested  (0.5 - 50%/n)in).     At 760oC and 

above,   strain rate  became very important.    At the  lower 

strain  rate,     the  strength began to  fall  at  760oC,   while at 

the  higher  strain  rate  the  strength did not begin   to drop 

until above  8150C.     At constant temperature,   the   strength 

was significantly  lower  for  the slower strain rate. 

Similar  trends have  been reported    in studies of   the strain 

rate dependence of  yielding  in Mar-M  200 and Udimet  115 

[19,59]. 

Data Correlation 

As  indicated  by  the  strain rate and  temperature 

dependence  of  the  yield  strength,  yielding at elevated 

temperatures   is a  thermally activated process.     It   is 

therefore appealing  to present   the data   in  the  form  of an 

Arrhenius-type relationship.     Rate-controlling mechanisms 

may then be deduced as a  function of   temperature.     Figure  5 

is a plot of  the modulus-normalized  yield strength  vs 

inverse  temperature,   which represents an equation  of  the 

form    ln((j/E)   vs  1/T   : 

o/E  = A [  exp{0,/RT)   ]   , (4-1) 

where a =  Yield strength, 

0' =  Apparent activation energy. 
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A    =     A constant. 

As illustrated by Figure  5,   there are  three distinct 

temperature  regimes when  the data are represented   in  this 

way: 

a) At  low   temperatures  (below  760oC),   0'   was 

equal   to   7,ero,   so  thermal   activation   was  not 

a   factor   in  the  range of  strain  rates   tested. 

b) At  high   temperatures  (above  9270C at 

50%/min and above 8150C at  0.5%/min) 

01   was a  constant equal   to  50  kJ/mol,   and was 

independent of  strain rate.     The  true 

activation  energy  is calculated and discussed 

later  in   the  paper. 

c) At  intermediate  temperatures,   a  transition 

from  the   low  to  the high temperature  behavior 

occurred.     It   is evident   from   the   shape  of   the 

curves   that   the   transition   region  boundaries 

and  functional   forms were a   strong   function 

of strain  rate. 

Deformation  Substructures 

Analysis of  the deformation  substructures resulted 

in the  same  three  temperature regimes as  the Arrhenius 

analysis,  and  the boundaries of the  three  regimes were  the 

same.    As discussed below,   low temperature deformation was 
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dominated by y'   shearing,   high  temperature deformation  was 

dominated by  y'  by-pass,  and  intermediate  temperatures 

exhibited a  transition   from  shearing to by-pass. 

Low Temperatures 

Deformation  substructures at 20,   705,  and 760oC 

(high strain  rate only)  were qualitatively similar.     The 

dominant deformation mechanism was shearing of  the  y'   by 

pairs of a/2<110> dislocations which were  confined to 

octahedral planes.    At  20oC,   relatively  few dislocations 

were present at yield,   and  the spacing between dislocations 

was large,   Figure 6(a).     However,  the dislocation density 

at yield was significantly higher than it was in  the as- 

heat treated material.    There was also evidence  of 

Y*   shearing,   including  the presence of dislocation  pairs 

and residual loops within  the  Y'•    At 705 and  760oC,   the 

dislocation density at  yield was very high,  and  the 

structure  consisted of  intense slip bands which contained 

closely spaced dislocations.   Figure 6(b).     It  is possible 

that  this  type of structure may have been  formed but not 

observed at  20oC,  due  to  the possibility of extremely 

localized,  non-homogeneous slip. 

Through systematic analysis of the dislocation 

Burgers vectors and line directions,  it was determined that 

the vast majority of dislocations observed after 

deformation at low temperatures were of the  type 

flll}a/2<110>.     Dislocations  travelled through  the  Y'  as 
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closely-spaced pairs in order  to minimize  the anti-phase 

boundary  (APB)  area created  by  the a/2<110> displacement of 

the  superlattice   [15],    This   is demonstrated by Figure  7, 

in which those  portions of   the dislocations within  the 

precipitate are  constricted  due  to the  high  APBE,   while 

those portions of  the same  dislocations which  had exited 

the precipitates are split  due  to the elastic repulsion. 

Figure 8 demonstrates that   the  y1  was sheared during 

deformation,  as  the precipitate exhibits a  shear offset 

which  is parallel   to the  projected the Burgers vector of 

the dislocations. 

High Temperatures 

The boundary  for  the   high temperature  region was a 

function of  strain  rate.     At  0.5%/min,   high  temperature 

behavior was dominant at  8150C and above,  while at  50%/min, 

high temperature  behavior did not manifest  itself until 

927C,C and above. 

In contrast  to the   shearing which was observed at 

low  temperatures,  deformation at high  temperatures occurred 

primarily by dislocations  moving between and around  the 

precipitates.     Figure 9  shows a  typical  substructure 

consisting of dislocation   loops left  in  the  Y/Y'   interface 

and  in the  y matrix.    The   stereo pair  in  Figure  10 clearly 

shows groups of dislocations weaving between and wrapping 

around the  Y'   precipitates.    Typical dislocation densities 

in  this regime were measured  to be  1  x   10    to  5 x   lO'/cm^ 
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after  0.3% plastic strain.    Dislocations were  very 

infrequently observed within   the   y'  after  interrupted  tests 

conducted at 0.5%/tnin above  8150C.    Although a  few slip 

bands were observed  to have cut   the  Y'  even at  1093oC,  the 

dominant mechanism at  low strain  levels at 9270C and above 

was particle by-pass at both strain rates. 

While dislocations were  not observed within  the 

y'   after  interrupted  tests at  the  low strain  rate,   the 

specimens which were  tested  to  failure at 871  and  9820C 

contained a high density of dislocations within 

the  Y
1
,  Figure  11.    This  indicates that the  first step in 

deformation was by-pass of  the   y' ,  which was  followed by 

shearing of the  y'   later  in  the   test.     Shearing occurred 

only after large  increases  in   the matrix dislocation 

density and significant  strain  hardening had occurred. 

This  is discussed  in more detail   in  the  last  section of 

this chapter. 

The dislocations  which  became   trapped   in 

the  Y/Y'   interfaces were   frequently observed  to be  pure 

edge dislocations  lying on   {Oil} planes.    This phenomenon 

was observed at every temperature, and was very common at 

982 and  1093oC.    An example   is  shown  in Figure  12(a),  where 

the majority of dislocations parallel  to the cube edges 

were  interfacial,  with an a/2[T01]  Burgers vector and a 

near-[010]  line direction.    This characterizes the 

dislocations as nearly pure edge,   lying on  the  (101) 
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plane.    By  following  the  dislocations  into the matrix,   it 

was determined  that  they  had  cross-slipped  from 

{ill}  planes  to   (Ollj  planes at   the  interface.     Pure  edge 

dislocations lying on   (011}  planes  in the  y/y'     interfaces 

have been reported  in a  similar alloy after creep  testing 

at  850oC,  and   it  was proposed  that  thermally activated 

glide  had occurred on   (011}   planes  in  the matrix   [61].    Our 

results suggest  that such a mechanism did not occur  in  this 

study. 

Pure edge  dislocations create an elastic  strain 

field with a dilitational  component  [62],    so  the  total 

energy of  the  Y/Y'   interface  can  be  reduced  if an edge 

dislocation of  the appropriate  sign  lies  in  the   interface 

and accomodates some of   the  lattice mismatjh strain.     It 

should also be noted  that   (Oil}  planes can easily 

accomodate  pure edge dislocations with low  index  line 

directions,   <100>.    This  provides a driving  force  for 

cross-slip onto  (011}  planes,   which  is not normally 

observed in  FCC alloys. 

At  1093oC,   the  interfacial  dislocations coalesced  to 

form a homogeneous,  regular array after about 0.2% plastic 

strain.  Figure  12(b).    The  networks were  hexagonal  in 

nature,  and consisted of  primarily two types of 

dislocations:    Pure edge  dislocations lying on   (Oil}   planes 

with <100>  line directions,   and mixed dislocations  lying 

on   {ill} planes with <110>   line direction's.    This network 
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was extremely stable.    The  specimen which was tested  to 

failure   (30% elongation)  exhibited the  same type of 

deformation  substructure as  the   interrupted test  specimen 

(0.2% plastic strain),  Figure   13(a).     The  failed specimen 

contained  finer networks and a   few dislocations within 

the   y',     but the substructure was essentially the same as 

that of  the   interrupted  test.     In addition to a  slight 

refinement of the  interfacial networks,   the Y'  did coarsen 

slightly  in localized regions. 

The  specimens tested under creep conditions at 

stresses equal to 70 -  80% of  the  low  strain rate yield 

strength exhibited the same  type of deformation 

substructures as those which developed during yielding. 

Figure   13(b)   shows  the  substructure  after creep  testing at 

1093oC and   117 MPa.    The  only difference between  the 

tensile  and creep deformation was the   increased  Y' 

coarsening during creep,   Figure   13(b).     The specimen which 

was creep tested at 8710C and  414 MPa  developed  the same 

type of  interfacial arrays,  but  the  y'   did not coarsen 

significantly. 

It  is evident not only  that  the deformation during 

creep and yielding was similar, but also that the steady- 

state deformation substructures developed at low plastic 

strain levels.    The only difference between the 

substructures at  1093oC after 0.3% strain, after tensile 

failure,  and after creep failure were  slight refinements of 
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the  interfacial networks,   and coarsening of  the  y'. 

Interoiediate Temperatures 

Not surprisingly,  a  transition   from shearing  to by- 

pass was observed  in  the  range  from  760  to 9270C  (depending 

on  strain  rate).    Slip bands were only  observed at  the  high 

strain  rate,  and  the  slip band density decreased as  the 

temperature  increased. 

Similar to observations   in other alloys  systems 

during creep at 760oC  [21,22],   Y'   shearing by  the 

{lll}<112>    slip system was observed after slow strain  rate 

testing at 760oC.     Initially,   the only  operative 

deformation mechanism was  slip of a/2<110> dislocations  in 

the matrix.    At about  0,25%  plastic  strain,  however, 

deformation also began  to occur by  slip of <112>  type 

partials  through the  y',   resulting   in   the creation of 

stacking   faults.   Figure   14.     The  partial dislocations  seen 

in  Figure   14(a)  were   found  to  have a   Burgers vector 

direction  of   [112],     and   the   stacking   faults  were   found   to 

be  intrinsic,   lying on   (111).   A superlattice-intrinsic 

stacking   fault  (S-ISF)   can  be   formed   in  I^Al  by  the  glide 

of   {ill}a/3<112>  partials after  the  reaction 

a/2[011]   = a/3[112]   + a/6[211] (4-2) 

occurs  [63].    Also,  extrinsic/intrinsic  "fault pairs"  can 

be  formed  in some alloys by  the glide  of a/3<112> partial 
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dislocations [21,22].  In this study, fault pairs were not 

found, and the faults were intrinsic in nature. It 

appears, therefore, that the dislocations creating the 

stacking faults were (Ill)a/3[112]  partials, and Equation 

(4-2) represents the reaction which occurred in 

the Y/Y' interface. 

Modeling of Yielding Process 

It is evident from the preceding discussion that two 

distinct models of the yielding process in PWA 1480 must be 

applied:  A low temperature model based on Y
1
 shearing, and 

a high temperature model based on Y* by-pass. The 

intermediate temperature regime exhibited complex 

transitional behavior which was very dependent on strain 

rate, and would be difficult to model with the presently 

available experimental results. 

Low Temperatures 

At temperatures below 760oC, yielding was controlled 

by Y1 shearing.  However, the deformation microstructures 

at the yield point were not completely independent of 

temperature.  At room temperature, the dislocation density 

was low, and there were relatively few dislocations within 

the Y
1
. At 705oC, the dislocation density was much higher, 

and there was a large number of dislocations within 

the Y'^ This suggests that the rate-controlling step in 

the shearing process changed with temperature.  As shown in 
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the  following discussion,  no currently available model  of 

yielding  can  fully explain this behavior. 

As discussed in  Chapter  II,   few models are 

applicable   in  the shearing regime   for alloys such as  PWA 

1480,  due   to  the high volume  fraction  of  y'   and the  large 

particle   size.    The  two models which may be applied are  the 

Huther-Reppich model  [45-47] and  the Copley-Kear model 

[11).     Both models neglect  the  contribution of misfit 

strengthening.     In PWA  1480 such an assumption  is fairly 

reasonable,  due  to the  relatively  low  lattice parameter 

mismatch of  0.28%  (extracted  Y')   [64].     When applied  to PWA 

1480,   both models predict a similar  form  for  the critical 

resolved   shear  stress  (CRSS). 

The  major reason  that most  precipitation hardening 

models are not applicable  at high volume   fractions   is  that 

they are  based on solid  solution   strengthening models which 

were developed  for dilute arrays  of  point obstacles. 

Huther and Reppich [45-47]   have  developed a model which 

attempts  to overcome  this.    They derived  their model   from 

the  solid  solution strengthening  model  of Schwarz and 

Labusch   [48],  which treats both dilute arrays and 

concentrated arrays of obstacles.     An  additional  strong 

point of   the Huther-Reppich model   is  that  it allows  for a 

transition  from "weak"  dislocation pair coupling to 

"strong"  dislocation pair coupling above a critical 

particle   size.     "Strong"  pair coupling,   which implies  that 

j 
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both the leading and trailing dislocations are in the same 

particle during shearing, occurs in PWA 1480 (Figure 7). 

The equation for the increase in the CRSS due to 

precipitates when "strong" pair coupling occurs is given by 

Equation (2-7): 

ATC =  0.86 ((Tf1/2w)/bd}((1.28 dY0/wT) - l}1/2 . (4-3) 

At very large particle sizes, the stress necessary to cause 

the first dislocation to penetrate the particle can become 

larger that the CRSS predicted by Equation (4-3), and can 

therefore dominate the CRSS. The penetration stress is 

given by Equation (2-8): 

ATC = (Y0/b) - (T/brs) . (4-4) 

By using  the  constant line  tension  approximation, 

T = GbV2  , (4-5) 

where G = Shear modulus. Equation (4-4) becomes 

ATC = (Y0/b) - (Gb/2rs) . (4-6) 

By substituting reasonable values for PWA 1480, it is found 

that the penetration stress, Equation (4-6), is much larger 
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that  the  shearing  stress,   Equation   (4-3).     (See Appendix 

C).     Therefore,   the precipitates cannot  be   treated as weak 

obstacles,  and Equation   (4-6)   should  predict  the CRSS 

according  to  this  theory. 

Copley  and  Kear's  penetration   stress   is  given  by 

Equation   (2-9): 

TC   =   (Y0/2b)   -   (T/brs)   +   l/2(Tm   +   Tp)   . (4-7) 

Since   1/2  (   T    +  T    )  may be considered  an  average Peierls 

stress  when Vj   is about  0.5,  Equation   (4-7)   may be written 

as  follows   (after  substituting  the  constant  line tension 

approximation): 

ATC  =   (Y0/2b)   -   (Gb/2rg) (4-8) 

The only difference between  Equations   (4-6)   and  (4-8)   is 

the  factor of   1/2  in  the  APB term,   which arises from  the 

fact  that Copley and Kear considered  both  the  leading and 

trailing dislocations in  their  force  balance,  and  it 

appears  that  Huther and Reppich only  considered  the  leading 

dislocation   in  their analysis.    As  shown   in  Appendix C,   the 

Copley-Kear penetration  stress predicts  the  CRSS  for  PWA 

1480 more accurately than  the Huther-Reppich penetration 

stress. 

Equation   (4-7)   has been  used  to model   the 
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temperature dependence of  the  CRSS  in  Mar-M  200   [10,11] 

It was postulated  that  the CRSS was  independent of 

temperature  up  to  760oC because: 

i) 

ii) 

Y    was   independent   of   temperature, 

iii) 

iv) 

Gb/2rs changed negligibly from 

20-760oC, 

A(Tm + T ) = 0 from 20-760oC, 

The  rate  controlling mechanism was 

penetration at all   temperatures. 

The major  problem with using  this approach  to model  the 

temperature dependence of the  yield strength of  PWA 1480  is 

the assumption  that  penetration  into  the  particle   is rate 

controlling at all   temperatures.     Figures  6-8  show  that at 

intermediate  temperatures,  about 8-10 dislocations were 

able  to penetrate   the   y'  particle before   the  first 

dislocation  was able  to completely  shear   it.     This  implies 

that  the  CRSS of   the  particle was more   important   than  the 

penetration  stress,   and  therefore a new   type of 

temperature-dependent model must be developed.     This  is a 

goal  for  future  research. 

High Temperatures 

At  high  temperatures,  plastic  flow occurred during 

yielding by  y'  by-pass.    Under  these conditions,   the rate- 

limiting  step  in many systems  is diffusion-controlled climb 

(27,29,30,37,50,65).    The  true activation  energy   for 

yielding at  high  temperature  in  PWA  1480,   which   is 
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calculated  to be  500   kj/mol  in Appendix  D,   indicates  that 

self-diffusion  was probably the  rate  limiting step  in   the 

yielding  process  (See  discussion  in Appendix  D).    Thus, 

both the activation energy analysis and  the  microstructural 

evidence   for  by-pass  provide a  strong  argument  for 

dislocation  climb as   the  rate-limiting  step during 

yielding,   and a model  of yielding based on   Y'   by-pass which 

is controlled by climb is appropriate. 

As discussed  in Chapter  II,   Brown and  Ham   [37]   have 

proposed  such a mo^el   for a system of cuboidal 

precipitates.     Although  the model does not  quantitatively 

predict  the  actual CKSS except   for low volume   fraction 

alloys,   its  functional   form with respect  to  temperature 

does agree with the  results of  the present  study.     The CRSS 

is given by Equation   (2-9),  and  its  functional   form with 

respect  to  temperature   is: 

Tc =  To + klQD - k2T|ln(k35)|    , (4-9) 

where = Threshold stress which depends on  the 

type of microstructure, 

=  Activation energy of  the  rate 

controlling diffusion  process, 

=  Constants which  include 

microstructural  parat„eters. 
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Equation  (4-9)  predicts a  linear decrease  in CRSS with 

temperature, which  is observed except above  9820C at the 

slow strain rate   (Figure   4).    However,   it must  be  noted 

that Equation  (4-9)   is not applicable at the  high strain 

rate until above  9270C,  even though the linear  relationship 

starts as  low as  8150C.     This  is clear because   the 

transition region  at  the  higher strain  rate did  not end 

until  9270C,  and  y'   shearing was  important  in   the 

transition regime. 

It  is not  clear why  the yield strength vs 

temperature relationship deviates from linearity above 

9820C at the slow  strain  rate.    One possibility  is that  the 

threshold stress   is being approacfi^d,  and the  curve  is 

reaching an asymptotic  limit.    Brown and Ham argue  that 

there is always a  finite yield stress,  which  is due to the 

force necessary to create additional dislocation  line 

length during  the  climb process.    Another possible  reason 

for the deviation   from  linearity  is related  to  the 

deformation mechanisms:    The  temperature where   the 

deviation  from linearity begins  to occur  is  the  same 

temperature at which the   {Oil}  interfacial dislocations 

became common and  the  interfacial networks began  to 

develop.    It is  feasible  that the attractive  force between 

the interface and the climbing dislocation could reduce  the 

climb rate,  thus  increasing the CRSS.    The Brown-Ham model 

was derived  for mismatch-free precipitates,  and  this  type 
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of interaction  Is not  considered in their model. 

Micro-Mechanics of Yielding 

The  plastic strain introduced  into a crystal  can be 

calculated by  [76]; 

bpX   , (4-10) 

where Y = Plastic shear strain, 

p = Mobile dislocation density, 

X » Dislocation mean  free path. 

In the as-received material,   the dislocation density 

was measured to be  108/cm2, while b =  2.5 x   10-8 cm.    The 

mean free path,   \,  may be calculated by the  following 

equation   [58]: 

X = (1 - Vf)/N L   ' (4-11) 

where NL is the number of particles per unit length.    In 

PWA 1480,  NL was calculated to be  1.64/um,   so  the mean  free 

path of each dislocation is calculated to be  0.25  urn. 

Assuming that all the dislocations  initially  in the 

material are mobile,   the shear strain that  is possible  in 

the material without  Y'   shearing, dislocation climb,  or 
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increases  in  p can be  calculated! 

^T 

/ 

Y = bpX = 0.006% (4-12) 

Obviously, the initial dislocation density is not 

sufficient to cause measurable macroscopic yielding in the 

absence of shearing or thermal activation.  Both of these 

factors influence the yield strength of PWA 1480, depending 

on the temperature. 

At low temperatures (below 760oC), dislocation climb 

and particle by-pass are not dominant mechanisms, so the 

Y' particles must be sheared to obtain measurable plastic 

strain. This -'s seen clearly in Figures 6-8. 

Additionally, it is seen that there was a significant 

increase in the dislocation density even at plastic strain 

levels as low as 0.1% at 705oC. 

At high temperatures, dislocation climb aided the 

by-pass process during yielding. The result of this was an 

effective increase in X, which increased the amount of 

plastic strain that could occur before shearing took 

place. Also, fewer dislocations were necessary to carry 

the yield strain, which correlates very well with the 

observed lower dislocation densities at higher 

temperatures. 
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CHAPTER  V 

SUMMARY   AND  CONCLUSIONS 

Mechanical  Behavior 

The  yield  strength  trends of  PWA  1480 as a   function 

of  temperature and  strain  rate were  similar  to other high 

volume  fraction  superalloys.    The strength was constant and 

independent of  strain  rate  up  to 760oC,  above  which  the 

strength dropped rapidly and became a  strong  function of 

strain rate. 

The yield  strength vs  temperature was correlated 

very well by an  Arrhenius-type relationship.    This  resulted 

in three  temperature  regimes,   and the boundaries were a 

function of  strain rate.     At  low temperatures,   the yield 

strength was  independent  of  temperature.     At  high 

temperatures,   the  slope  of   the  Arrhenius curve  was 

independent of  strain  rate,   and the activation energy  for 

yielding was  indicative of a  self-diffusion controlled 

process.    At  intermediate  temperatures,   the shape  of  the 

Arrhenius curve was a  function of strain rate,  and 

represented a  transition  from low to high temperature 

behavior. 
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Dominant  Deformation Mechanisms 

The deformation  substructures at yield can be 

divided  into  the  same   three  temperature regimes.     At  low 

temperatures,  deformation occurred by shearing  of  the  y'   by 

pairs of a/2<110> dislocations on   {ill} planes.     At  high 

temperatures,  deformation  was dominated by particle  by-pass 

by single a/2<110>  dislocations.    At  intermediate 

temperatures,   a  transition  from shearing  to by-pass 

occurred.    Since classification of  the deformation 

substructures  resulted  in  the  same  three  temperature 

regimes as the  Arrhenius analysis,  it is clear  that  there 

was a  fundamental  relationship between deformation 

mechanisms and activation energies.    The dominant 

deformation mechanisms could be  related fundamentally  to 

the  observed microstructural  parameters and dislocation 

densities. 

Detailed Substructures 

As the  temperature was  increased  from  20  to  760oC, 

the dislocation density at yield  increased,  and many 

dislocations were within  the  y1  when the  test was 

interrupted at  705 and  760oC.     At  760oC and a  strain  rate 

of 0.5%/min,   intrinsic  stacking  faults were produced  in 

the  Y'   by shearing by a/3<112>  partial dislocations.     At 

temperatures above about   870oC,  many dislocations  cross- 
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slipped  from  (ill}  to   (Oil)  planes  in  the  Y/Y'   interface. 

Most   {Oil} plane dislocations were   found to be  nearly  pure 

edge  in character,  which allows  the dislocations  to 

accomodate the  lattice mismatch strain and  thereby  reduce 

the  interfacial energy.     At  982 and  1093oC,   this  leads  to 

the  formation of  stable  hexagonal  networks  in  the 

interface.    These   interfacial  networks were also developed 

during creep at  871 and  1093oC.     In  this temperature 

regime,   there was very little difference between  the 

deformation substructures at yield,  after  tensile   failure, 

and after creep failure.     At 815  to 9820C,   however,   the 

substructures developed during  tensile testing were  a 

strong  function of  strain   level:     By-pass was observed at 

yield,  while  shearing was evident  later in  the  test,     Y' 

coarsening occurred during  slow strain rate  tensile  testing 

at  1093oC and creep  testing at  871 and  1093oC. 

Modeling of  Yielding 

To model  the  yielding  behavior,   the  same   three 

temperature regimes  must be considered.    At  low 

temperatures,  a model based on  Y'   shearing  is needed,  and 

two applicable models are available.    When applied  to PWA 

1480,  both models predict  the CRSS based on  the  premise 

that penetration  into the  particle  is the rate-limiting 

step.    However,  our results show that penetration was not 

the  rate-limiting step  in  PWA  1480 at  705 and  760oC,   so a 

: 
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new model must be developed.  At high temperatures, a model 

based on y' by-pass is needed.  The deformation 

substructures and calculated activation energies imply that 

the theory of Brown and Ham was valid, and the functional 

form of the model fit the data well.  However, their model 

must be modified at very high temperatures in order to be 

fully applicable to PWA 1480.  The intermediate temperature 

regime exhibited complex transitional behavior which was 

very dependent on strain rate, and would be difficult to 

model with the presently available data. 
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APPENDIX  A 

DETERMINATION OF CRYSTAL 

ORIENTATION   IN  THE  TEM 

The crystallographic orientation  of  the  grain  within 

a  thin foil  can  be determined  in-situ  in  the  TEM,   thus 

facilitating diffraction experiments and dislocation 

analysis.     The  steps necessary to determine   the orientation 

are briefly outlined below,   then discussed in detail 

individually. 

1. Determine  the  holder  tilt axis on  the  TEM screen. 

2. Tilt  the crystal  until a  strongly diffracting,   low 

index spot appears.     Center the   Kikuchi  band 

directly over the  transmitted spot. 

3. Determine   the Miller   indices of  the  spot. 

4. Measure  the angle between  the g-vector  and  the 

tilt axis.     Record  this angle,  as well  as the 

amount of  tilt and sense of the  tilt. 

5. Plot  the g-vector on a Wulff net. 

6. Repeat Steps 2-5  two  to three times. 

7. Construct  the stereographic projection 

from  the poles plotted in Step 5. 

Each step will now be discussed  in detail. 
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Step 1 

The  tilt axis was determined prior  to this  research, 

and is  inscribed  in   the  TEM viewing  screen.     This  was done 

by measuring  the  trajectory of the  Kikuchi   lines during 

tilting of a crystal,   and noting that  the  tilt axis   is 

perpendicular  to   this   trajectory.     Figure   15  shows   the 

screen  schematically.     Two quadrants  are  named   (NW and   SW) 

to facilitate angular  record  keeping. 

Step 2 

It  is essential   that  the Kikuchi  band be centered on 

the transmitted spot,   thus ensuring  that  the diffracting 

planes are parallel  to  the electron  beam. 

Step 3 

The  d-spacing  of   the  diffracting  planes  can  be 

determined   from  the   spacing   "R"  between   the   transmitted  and 

diffracted  beams  by  the   following equation   [66,67]: 

AL  =   Rd   , (A-l) 

where X = Electron wavelength, 

L = Camera  length, 

R = Spot  spacing, 

d = d-spacing. 

The g-vector can be determined  from the ^-spacing by  the 
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following  equation   (for  cubic  crystals); 

1/d2 =  (   h2 + k2  +  I2  )/a2 (A-2) 

where a =  Lattice  parameter, 

[hkl]   = Miller  indices. 

The  viewing screen  had  two  semicircles  inscribed whose 

radii  corresponded  to  the  R  for  <111> and  <220>  g-vectors 

in nickel, which allowed visual  determination of  the g- 

vector. 

Step  4 

The angle between  the  tilt  axis and the g-vector   is 

recorded,  and  the quadrant  in which  the g-vector  lies   is 

recorded. 

Step  5 

The Wulff net   is set up as   follows  (Figure   15(b)): 

The   tilt axis  is  the  North/South  great circle;     the  beam 

direction  is  the  center of  the  Wulff net;  a clockwise 

rotation of  the  tilting  stage  tilts  the crystal   from West 

to East on  the Wulff  net.    Thus,   if diffraction occurs when 

the   holder  is tilted clockwise,   the  pole was  in   the Eastern 

half of  the Wulff net at zero tilt,  and if diffraction 

occurs when the holder  is tilted  counter-clockwise,   the 

pole  was  in the Western half of  the Wulff net at zero 

tilt. 
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The poles are plotted  in  the   following way.     Assume 

that diffraction occurs  in  the  Northwest quadrant after a 

clockwise  tilt of   0    degrees,   and  the angle  between  the 

tilt axis and  the  g-vector  was measured to be    $ 

degrees.    Starting  at  the  North pole,   travel clockwise 

along  the outer oreat circle   (the  perimeter of   the Wulff 

net)   for    $    degrees.    Now,   travel   inward along  the  small 

circle   for    G    degrees.    The  pole   is plotted at   that 

point.     Figure   15   illustrates  the details of  this 

procedure,  and an example   is given  later  in  this appendix. 

Steps  6+7 

At least  three  low-index  poles must be  plotted, 

after which the  stereographic projection  is plotted  in  the 

normal way.    The  finished  projection represents  the 

orientation of  the  crystal  when  looking down along  the 

electron beam at  zero degrees  tilt and rotation. 

Kxample 

A <001>  zone  axis  appeared  when   the  crystal  was 

tilted  10° counter-clockwise   (One   is not normally so 

fortunate).    The   following data  were measured   (Figure 

16(a))! 
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Quadrant 

<200> 10oCCW 25° 

<220> 10oCCW 20c 

<200>  10oCCW    65c 

sw 

m 

NW 

The   first  <200> pole   is plotted  by  travelling  25° CCW  from 

the  North pole,   then  travelling   10°   inward,  Figure  16(b). 

The other  two poles are plotted   in    a   similar manner,   and 

the projection is constructed,   Figure   16(c). 
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APPENDIX   B 

DISLOCATION   AND   STACKING   FAULT  ANALYSIS 

Dislocations  Burgers  vectors,   line directions,   and 

slip planes may be determined  by a  series of diffraction 

experiments in  the TEM.     In a   similar  fashion,   the 

character and displacement  vectors  of  stacking   faults,   as 

well  as  their habit planes,   may be  determined.     This 

appendix  reviews  these  procedures.     Several  textbooks offer 

more  thorough treatments   [66,67]. 

Determination of  g-vector 

Due  to  the  electromagnetic  nature  of  the   lenses,   the 

brightfield  image   is rotated with  respect  to  the 

diffraction pattern,  and  the  rotation   is a  function of 

magnification.    The rotation   is calibrated,  so  crystal 

directions which are observed   in diffraction mode may be 

transferred to brightfield micrographs.    An example   is 

given  in  Figure   17.    The  original  magnification  was 

66,000X,  and the  camera   length  in  diffraction mode was  76 

cm.     From  the pre-determined  rotation calibration,   the 

diffraction pattern was  rotated  48° CW with respect  to  the 

micrograph.    The  g-vector direction   seen  in the diffraction 

pattern was then  rotated  48° CCW and  placed on   the 
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micrograph. 

Determination o£  Displacement  Vectors 

Under  two-beam conditions,   dislocation contrast will 

result  unless  the displacement  field of   the  defect  lies 

solely within  the diffracting  plane.    This occurs when 

the  "g-b =  0  invisibility criterion"     is  satisfied: 

where S 

u 

g   .   {   b     x   u   )   =   0   , 

Diffraction vector, 

Line direction of dislocation, 

(B-l) 

Only residual contrast will result if 

(B-2) 

Therefore,   the  Burgers vector of  a  dislocation can  be 

determined when two two-beam conditions are   found which 

satisfy Equations  (B-l)  or  (B-2).     The  Burgers vector will 

be  the cross-product of  the  two g-vectors. 

Similarly,   the displacement  vector of a stacking 

fault can  be determined  by  finding   two  two-beam conditions 

where  the   following criterion  is  satisfied: 

g   * Bf 0   , (B-3) 
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where  Rf  is  the fault displacement vector.    Additionally,   a 

stacking  fault can be nearly  invisible when it  is viewed 

edge-on. 

For example,   consider  the dislocations labelled  A, 

B,   and  C  in  Figure   18.     Dislocation   A disappears  when 

g     =     [111]     and  [220],   so 

bA =  [111]   x   [220]   =   [112]   . (B-4) 

As discussed  in the  Chapter III,   the actual Burgers vector 

was    a/3[112].    Similarly, 

bB =   [200]   x   [111]   =  a/2(011]   , (B-5) 

and bc = [020] x [111] = a/2[101] (B-6) 

The  stacking   fault  seen   in   Figure   18  was   fo:)n^  to 

have   R,  =  (111]   , because  the   fault  was  found to  be edge-on 

when g  =   [111].    This  was determined  by  tilting  the crystal 

and  measuring angles  between  the   fault and  the g-vectors. 

The measured  fault vector is also consistent with  the 

invisibility when g =   [220],   because     [111]   •   [220]   = 0. 
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Determination of Line  Directions 

The   true  line direction,   u    always   lies  in  the  plane 

defined  by  the  beam direction,  B,  and  the  projected line 

direction,     u   .       Therefore,   a dislocation   line  direction 

can be  determined by finding  two or  more  conditions where 

u    and B are  known: 

u  =  (  Up    x Bj   )   x  (  Up    x  B2   )   . (B-7) 

This procedure is easier to conduct by using the 

stereographic projection than by using Equation (B-7). The 

procedure is as follows: 

1. Determine the crystal orientation. 

2. Tilt the crystal until a two-beam condition 

occurs where the dislocation shows contrast. 

Record the tilt settings in order to determine 

the beam direction. 

3. Measure the angle between the g-vector and 

V 
4. On a standard <001> projection,  plot B 

and u   .     Draw a  great circle between  the two. -p 

5. Repeat Steps  (2-4)   for at  least  2 more 

g-vectors. 

6. The   intersection  of  the great  circles 

determines u. 
■ 

■ 
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For  example,   consider  Dislocation   C   in  Figure   18. 

The   three  g-vectors used  were   [200],   [220],   and   [111],   but 

the   [111]   micrograph  is  not  shown   in   Figure   18.     The 

crystal  orientation was determined,   and   is  shown  in  Figure 

19.     The   following data  were  recorded   from  the  two-axis 

tilting  stage: 

Tilt   1 Tilt   2 

[200] 24° W+E 9°     S^N 

[520] 18°  W+E 0 

[111] 37°  W+E 18°  ti+S 

{B-8) 

From this data, the B'r. are plotted on the stereographic 

projection. Figure 19(a).  The following datr- were measured 

trom the prints, where  0 is the angle between g and u . : 

q 0 Se nse  of   0 

[200] 88° CCW 

[120] 38° cw 

[111] 80° CCW 

(B-9) 

A standard <001> projection is constructed, and the B's 

are plotted on it. Next, the u 's are plotted from the 

data in Table (B-9). The great circles are drawn, and it 
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is seen  from  Figure   19(b)   that  the  intersection  of  the 

great circles   is     [Oil],    so    u =  [Oil]. 

Determination of  the Slip Plane 

The  slip plane  is defined as    b x  u,  because  the 

slip plane  normal must be perpendicular  to both    b and u. 

For Dislocation  A,    b = a/2[101]  and u  =   [Oil],     so the 

slip plane  is: 

[101]  x  [Oil]   =  (Til)   . (B-10) 

Therefore,   the  dislocation  is characterized as 

(lll)a/2[1011. 

Determination of  Fault Character 

In  the  FCC  lattice,   two  types of  stacking   faults 

commonly occur on   {ill)  planes.    An   intrinsic  fault 

corresponds  to a missing  plane   in  the  stacking  sequence, 

while an extrinsic  fault corresponds  to an extra   plane. 

The  character  of  the   fault can be determined by a  number of 

methods   [66],   and  two  that were used  in   this  study are now 

described. 

The  phase angle,   o,  between  the  transmitted and 

diffracted beams  is  [66]: 

o =   2ng   . R, (B-IO) 
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The sign of  the  phase angle can be determined by  the 

following procedure  [66]:     The  fault  is  imaged   in 

brightfield under  two-beam conditions at a deviation 

parameter,  w,   equal  to  zero  (Kikuchi band  is  centered 

between  transmitted and diffracted beams).     If  the 

outermost  fringes  are   light on a  positive print,     a     is 

positive.     If  the  outermost  fringes are dark,     o  is 

negative.    Since g  is  known,   the  sign of R,  can be 

determined.     Intrinsic  faults have Rf  = -1/3<111>,   while 

extrinsic  faults  have R,  = +1/3<111>. 

For example,   the   large  fault seen  in  Figure   17  is 

imaged at w =  0 and g =   [020].    The direction of  Rf was 

determined earlier  in  this appendix to be     [111].     Since 

the outermost  fringes are dark, g  •   Rf   is negative. 

Therefore,  R- must be    -l/3[Illl,    and  the   fault   is 

intrinsic. 

Another  method   for r'ntermining  the  nature  of   the 

fault was also  used.    A davkfield  micrograph   is  taken at 

w = 0,  and  the  g-vector   is placed at  the center of   the 

fault.    In  thick  crystals,  absorption  causes an asymmetry 

in the  fringe  pattern  in darkfield,  so one  outer  fringe  is 

light while  the other  is dark.    Under <200>,   <222>,  or 

<440> g-vectors,   the g-vector points away  from  the  light 

fringe  in  intrinsic faults,  while  it points  toward  the 

light fringe   in extrinsic  faults.     As shown   in  Figure 

17(b),   the  <200>  g points away from the  light   fringe,   thus 

confirming  the   intrinsic nature of the   fault. 
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APPENDIX C 

CALCULATION OF THE CRITICAL STRESSES 

IN THE HUTHER-REPPICH MODEL 

According to the Huther-Reppich model, the CPSS for 

a superalloy with overaged, spherical pdrticles which are 

cut by strongly coupled dislocation pairs is given by 

Equation (2-7): 

.1/2.. \/2 
ATC = {0.86 (Tf^ w)/(bd)}{l.28(dY0/wT) - \Y'   ,   (C-l) 

where the terms are defined in the text.  The stress to 

cause the first dislocation to penetrate the precipitate is 

given by Equation (2-8): 

iTc = (Yo/b) - (Gb/2rs) . (  ') 

Since by-pass did not occur at  low temperatures,  and since 

the  two mechanisms are essentially in  series,   the  largest 

of the two stresses predicted by Equations   (C-l)  and  (C-2) 

will be  the  CRSS.    The  following values were measured  for 

PWA   1480: 

f    =  0,6 

b    =  2.5xl0'8 cm 
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d     =   5xl0"5 en 

The value of G can be  estimated as G^  parallel 

to  |111}<110>   ,  which  is  57 Gl'a at  20oC  [11].     The  values 

of y    and w have been estimated for similar alloys,   and 

will  be assumed  to be  close  to the values   for  PWA  1480: 

The  value  of   y     for  Mar-M   200  has  been  estimated   to  be   160 

dynes/cm   [11],   and  the  value of w has been  estimated  to be 

2.8   for  Nimonic   105  by  Reppich et.al   [48]. 

Using  the  constant  line tension approximation,   the 

value of  the  shearing  stress.  Equation   (C-l),   is  230  MPa, 

while  the value  for  the  penetration  stress.   Equation   (C-2), 

is 620 MPa.     Even when G  is varied between   50 and  80 GPa 

and y    is varied between   100 and  200 dynes/cm,   the  shearing 

stress never exceeds  75% of  the penetration   stress.     Thus, 

the  penetration   stress   is  always   larger   than   the   shearing 

stress,   and   the   penetration  stress  controls   the  CRSS   in  the 

Huther-Reppich model. 

The  actual   CRSS   is  about  400  MPa.     This  value   is 

predicted more  accurately by the Copley-Kear  penetration 

stress,  which  resulted   in a CRSS of  420  MPa   for Mar-M  200 

[11]. 
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APPENDIX   D 

CALCULATION  OF  THE  TRUE 

ACTIVATION   ENERGY   FOR   YIELDING 

The  apparent  activation  energy   for  yielding  at   high 

temperatures was  calculated  to be 50 kJ/mol by  Equation   (4- 

1).    The  true activation energy,  which should be  physically 

meaningful,  may be derived  in  the  following way:     Since  the 

deformation mechanisms which operated during  tensile 

yielding and steady-state  creep were the same,   the  yielding 

data may be correlated by a  steady-state  creep equation. 

However,   this approach does   involve some  fundamental 

assumptions: 

i) The   plastic  strain   rate   is  constant 

during   yielding, 

ii)       At   high   stresses and  very   high 

temperatures,   primary creep 

(during yielding)  may be 

ignored. OR 

iii)     At  high  stresses and very high 

temperatures,   the  rate-limiting 

step during primary and 

steady-state creep  is  the  same. 

Although Assumptions   (ii)   and   (iii)  are  speculative,   some 
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supporting evidence   is  available.    Several  studies  have 

shown  that  the  primary  creep  strain produced  in  <001> 

oriented single crystal  or D.S.   superalloys  is almost 

negligible at  temperatures above about 850oC 

[9,27,29,68].     Also,   in   a   study of   In738  which  was  creep 

tested at various   stress   levels  at  850or,   the   primary   creep 

strain was  reduced   from   1%  at   200  MPa   to almost   zero  at   400 

MPa   [29].    This   indicates   that   primary  creep may  be 

negligible at  the   high  stresses which develop during 

yielding.    In  support  of Assumption   (iii),   several   studies 

have  shown  that  the deformation mechanism at  high 

temperatures  in alloys   similar  to PWA 1480   is  the   same 

during primary and steady-state  creep  [26,28].     Perhaps  the 

strongest support   for  this argument  lies   in  the   similarity 

of  the deformation  substructures which developed during 

steady-state  creep and  yielding.    On   the  other  hand,   creep 

data   for PWA   1480   indicate   that  primary  creep may  not   be 

negligible  [69],   and  several  studies have  indicated  that 

that the amount of  primary creep strain  is  increased as  the 

stress is increased  [69,70].     Therefore,   it appears  that 

Assumption  (iii)   is  the  one  which may most reasonably be 

invoked. 

The  steady-state  creep  rate  is represented  by   [71]: 

ls   =  A   (o/E)" exp(-Oc/RT)   , (D-l) 
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where a      =   Applied  stress, 

A,n  =  Material  dependent constants, 

0-    =  Apparent  activation energy   for  creep. 

Under  the assumptions outlined above,   the activation energy 

for creep and yielding should be  the  same,  and  the yield 

stress can be substituted   for  the  creep stress.    The 

resulting equation  for the  yield stress  is: 

ln(a/E)  =  (Q'/RnXl/T)   +  (ln{eg/A)}/n (D-2) 

From Equations (4-1) and (D-2) the true activation energy 

for yielding, Qv, can be calculated from the apparent 

activation energy for yielding, 0': 

0y = n-O' , (D-3) 

where  n  is the  stress exponent   in  Equation   (D-l).     From 

published creep data on  PWA  1480 at 8710C [72],   the  stress 

exponent has a value of  about  10,  which is within  the  range 

of values for similar alloys  [27-29,73,74].     By Equation 

(D-3),   the true  activation energy  for yielding   is 

calculated to be  500  kJ/mol,  which is well within  the   range 

of apparent activation energies  for steady-state creep  in 

similar alloys  [26,28,29,73,75]. 

By using  the effective   stress approoch,   it  has  been 
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demonstrated  that  the   true activation energy  for  creep  in 

these alloys  is very  close   to  the activation energy  for 

self-diffusion.     This   indicates  that  the  rate-limiting  step 

in creep deformation   in  these alloys  is diffusion- 

controlled.    Since   the  activation energy  for  yielding   in 

PWA 1480 was  in  the  range  of apparent creep activation 

energies  for similar alloys,   it appears  that   the  yielding 

process  in  PWA   1480 at  high  temperatures was diffusion 

controlled as well. 
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Table I - Alloy Composition 

element Weight Percent 

Al 4.8 

Ti 1.3 

Ta 11.9 

Cr 10.4 

Co 5.3 

W 4.1 

C (42 ppm) 

Ni Bal. 
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Fig 1. CRSS vs Particle Size for a 50 v/o Y/Y' 

alloy according to Huther-Reppich model [45], 
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0.2 /xm 

TEM micrographs illustrating electropolishing 
behavior, (a) 8.5 V, y' attacked, (b) 10.0 V 
matrix attacked. ( 
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0.1 m m 

(b) 

Fig 3. Initial microstructure. (a) Brightfield TEH 
micrograph of the y/y' structure, g = <200>. 
(b) Optical micrograph showing residual 
dendritic structure, eutectic areas (A), and 
micropores (B). 
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Fig   4.   Yield  Strength at 0.05%  offset vs Temperature, 
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Fig  5.  Arrhenius representation of  the  0.05% Yield 
Strength data.     Slopes were  determined by least- 
squares analysis. 
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v e. Tvnical low temperature deformation structures. Fig 6. Typical iow w p <ooi> Zone Axis (a) #61-2, 20°C, e - 0.14%, <0U1> = 0 . 1 4 % , 
multibeam conditioK.(b) #70-2, 70b i., p 
<001> Zone Axis multibeam condition. 
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0.1 Aim 

Fig 7. Micrograph showing splitting of a/2<110> pairs 
upon emerging from the precipitate. #70-., 
705°C, ep = 0.08%, g = <200>. 
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( a ) 

0 .1 f i m 

Projecte 

0 . 1 t i m 

(b ) 

Fig 8. Shearing of y' in #70-1. (a) Bright field, 
g = [111]. (b) Superlattice dark field of_same 
area, g = [030]. The Burgers vector, a/2[101], 
is at a 45 angle to the micrograph. Dislocations 
are invisible in (b) because g • b = 0. 
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Fig 9. Typical y' by-pass m i c r o s t r u c t u r e a f t e r hiah 
temperature de fo rmat ion . #63-1, 982°C, £ p = 0.25%, 
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Fig 10. Stereo pair showing dislocations wrapping around 
the Y' precipitates. #7-1, 982°C, e = 0.10%, 
g = <111>. P 
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High dislocation density afterjesting to failure 
at 871°C at the slow strain rate. #JA36, g 
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,^li 
(a) 

0.2 fiia. 

0.5 nm 

(b) 

Fig 12. Interfacial arrays developed at very high temper-
atures. (a) Marked segments cross-slipped to {011} 
at low strains. #2-1, e = 0.09%, g = <200>. 
(b) Arrays developed atphigher strains. #37-1, 
e = 0.22%, g = <200>. 
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r 
0.5 /j,m 

(a) 

0.2 /um 

(b) 

Fig 13. Substructures after failure at 1093°C. 
(a) Tensile test, #JA38, 0.5%/min, g = <200>. 
(b) Creep test, #JA48, a = 117 MPa, g = <220>. 
Note coarsening of y'. 
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0.2 nm 

Fig 

0.2 fim. 

(b) 

14. Shearing by the {111 }<1X2> system at 760°C and slow 
strain rate, (a) #44-2, e = 0.26%, , g = <111>, 
w = 0.1. (b) #JA34, tested1^ to failure (14% 
elongation), g = <200>, w = 0. 
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(a) 

CCW Tilt CW Tilt 

(b) 

Fig   15.   (a)   TEM screen with  tilt  axis   labelled,   (b)   Wulff 
net  set-up  relative   to TEM  screen. 
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(b) 

:c) 

Fie   16.   Determination  of   crystal  orientation. 
(a)   Diffraction   pattern   in  TEM.   (b)   Plotting  of 
the  first   <200>   pole   (Appendix  A),   (c)   Final 
stereographic  projection. 
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( C ) 

FiO 17. U ) B r l g h t f i e l d . i o r o g c . p h „£ , . t . c k i n j £ , „ i t 

d i f f r a c t i o n p a t t e r n . 
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Fig 18. Dislocation analysis. (See Appendix B) 



A 

(a) 

Fig   19.   Line  direction  determination.   (See   Appendix   B) 
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